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The Very Best Wedding Planner, Organizer & Keepsake is the latest in the best-selling line of
wedding planning books in North America, created by WedSpace.com, the top social networking
and planning site for weddings. This beautiful and exceptionally useful planner combines the latest
and greatest in wedding inspiration and planning sections with organizational features that every
bride will love. You won't find more features in any other wedding book! Brides will love bringing this
book to meetings with vendors and using it as their guide throughout the entire wedding planning
process, from engagement to honeymoon. The Very Best Wedding Planner, Organizer & Keepsake
contains more features than any other wedding book on the market, including: - Up-to-the-minute
wedding planning info, worksheets and checklists for every aspect of the wedding - Color swatch
section with full-color photos, themes and color swatches by season - A fun "top 10" section with
lists such as "Top 10 Honeymoon Locations" and "Top 10 Wedding Bloggers" - FAQ section with
wedding questions answered - Do-It-Yourself wedding projects from real brides - Green wedding
ideas - Wedding keepsake journal to record the bride's favorite and funniest memories from
wedding planning - Templates and note paper to plan the reception layout - Wedding calendar and
timelines - Honeymoon guide - 18 tabbed dividers - Beautiful real wedding photos - 3-ring binder for
customization and storing contracts, inspiration, and more
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This was promised brand new and it came shipped to me new! I love this organizer. I had seen it in
a book store at a very expensive price, but saved me money! This planner and organizer has
everything you need to plan a wedding and I love it! I am getting so many ideas just from the book.

It is very helpful.

I debated between this planner and another one by the same authors. I bought this one without
realizing a few things. There are NO pockets to put anything in. The dividers don't have pockets
unlike all the others, which was part of my reason for buying a planner--to put everything into! It also
does not have the 3 ring punch which is jut another convenience to add your own documents in.
There are no business card/plastic holders at all. This is my only complaint about the book, but I'm
not keeping it because it's lacking these features. It has nicer sections than some of the others (and
more sections), nice tabs/dividers unlike some of the others, and is more attractive in my opinion.
However, it's lacking any of the storage that is necessary to organize magazine pictures,
documents, etc.

This binder is suuuper helpful when planning a wedding. I love each divided section and helpful
hints for every step of the way. The font is easy to read and lots of blank areas to add own notes
and comments. It's also light weight, but durable. The only downfall is that the planner does NOT
have any pockets to store documents, pamphlets, business cards, etc. This was an easy fix though:
I added my own page protectors to each section I needed one for. After that, the downfall is that the
page protectors are bigger than the tab dividers and I'm unable to see each section easily. It's a
small price to pay (in my opinion) for the easy of the planner.

This planner covers all the areas in wedding planning. It has great tips on how much things should
typically cost and ways to save. It also has a list of questions you should ask each vendor you meet
with. I wish it had pockets and business card holders like some of the other ones. I just purchased
my own pocket holders to go with this.

This is the wedding planner I bought for my daughter to give to her September 14th 2013. I received
this in a box that was to big,Binder damaged on the front with creases inside the 3 rings indented
the binder. Edges of album frayed. This is such a disappointment, The party is the 14th and today is
the 12th of September. There is not time to ship back and reorder. I will not buy from this seller ever
again!

I ordered this for my roommate who is getting married and planning most of the wedding herself.
This organizer has everything a bride could want or need in it! It is extremely useful and has a great

layout.
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